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• meu Professor de Interações Fortes (modulo) 
• Mestrado em Física Nuclear e Partículas  em 1987 (… 34 anos …)

• investigador do IFM onde fiz o doutoramento. 

• Colaborador do CERN onde nos encontràmos algumas vezes. 

• De onde conheço o 
Jorge Dias de Deus:



202 publicações de 1970 a 2014



Como o JDD o faria...





Será possível classificar as diferentes fases?



Será possível classificar as diferentes fases?





• 1- Fase de modelos relativistas de Quarks

• 1971-
• Tese de doutoramento:
“On dynamics of elementary particles derived from relativistic quark models”

University College Londo
• Consequences of relativistic quark models for the interactions of hadrons 1971

• 1972 –
• Scattering of pions by any target in dual-resonance models
• Triple-regge formulae in photo and electroproduction
• Quarks, sum rules, and low-energy parameters in pi n scattering

• 1973 –
• Scaling in partial wave inelasticities and KNO scaling
• ...



• 2- Fase de Reggeon, Pomeron, Scaling ...

• 1975 –
• On the Real Part of a Geometrical Pomeron
• Multiplicity Bootstrap and the Dual Unitarity Equation
• Local Loop Dominance in the Dual Unitarity Scheme
• Geometrical Scaling and the Real Part of the Pomeron
• Scaling Laws and Quark Model in High-Energy Strong Interactions
• A Simple Geometrical Approach to Particle Production in Collisions with Nuclei

• 1976 –
• Tests of Universality of Impact Parameter Distributions in High-Energy Hadron Collisions
• Reggeon Effects in a Geometrical Model of Elastic Scattering
• On the Systematics of Elastic Scattering at High and Intermediate-Energy
• Reggeon, Pomeron and Annihilation Processes in the Dual Unitarization Scheme
• Quark Diagram Structure of Particle Production



Quark Diagram Structure of Particle Production 1976  Ainda em Rutherford

• Conceito de Rapidity, w= arctanh(v/c) na direção do feixe ...
• A composição de duas transformações de Lorenz soma a rapidity

• Quark quality diagrams (??)

https://inspirehep.net/literature/110357
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Q U A R K  D I A G R A M  S T R U C T U R E  O F  P A R T I C L E  P R O D U C T I O N  

J. DIAS De DEUS 1 and S. JADACH2 
Rutherford Laboratory, Chilton, Dtdcot, Oxon, OXl l OQX, UK 

Recewed 8 November 1976 

The relevance of the underlying SU (2) quark diagram structure of production amphtudes m understanding charge 
transfer and particle correlatmn data is pointed out. 

We attempt in this note to clarify the role of the 
quark duahty diagram structure of production ampli- 
tudes, as used in dual unitarization schemes [1], in 
determining and relating some of the observed features 
of inclusive data, charge correlations and particle dis- 
trlbutions. Our results do not depend on specific model 
calculations (Multiregge, one&mensional Multlregge 
etc.) but rather follow from SU(2) - in general 
SU(N) - and the identification of the positioning of 
particles in rapidity with their positions along the 
emitting quark lines. The diagrams we draw are thus 
quark diagrams in rapidity space. 

We start by considering simple examples of produc- 
tion quark diagrams (see fig. 1). At the ends of the ra- 
pidity axis (+(Y/2), - (Y/2) )  we have the incoming 
particles (A, B). Mesons (M) are emitted from the 
quark lines as one moves along the rapidity axis. 
Diagrams with emission from only one quark line 
correspond to Reggeon type diagrams, fig. la, diagrams 
with emission from two quark lines correspond to 
bare Pomeron, fig. lb). Reggeon type diagrams allow 
for the flow of quantum numbers (charge, isospin) 
along the rapidity axis. Pomeron diagrams select 
vacuum quantum number flow. In figs. lc and ld 
more complicated diagrams, related to the renorma- 
hzation of the bare Pomeron, are also shown. The 
diagram of fig. lc represents final state absorption. 
The diagram of fig. ld envolves s - u  twisting, violates 
ordering in rapidity and may be related to the pro- 
duction of massive resonances. 

We concentrate first in the study of diagrams of 
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Fig. 1. Quark quahty diagrams for processes of the followmg 
type (a) Regge, (b) Pomeron, (c) final state interaction; 
(d) s - u  twists. 

classes (a) and (b) m fig. 1 and on the understanding 
of charge transfer data at intermediate energy. 

If one makes a cut in rapidity at a given value 
(see fig. 1) and studies the flow of charge from the re- 
gion withy > f i  to the regiony < f i  a charge transfer 
distribution can be constructed. In fig. 2a we show 
examples of charge transfer distributions at ~ = 0 for 
pp (from 12 to 205 GeV/c) and 7r+p and n - p  at 
16 GeV/e [2]. In fig. 2b we show the square of the 
dispersion of the distribution A2 as a function offi 
for pp (24 GeV/e) and K - p  (16 GeV/e) after correc- 
tion for leading particle effect [3]. 

We want to interpret these distributions in terms 
of quark diagrams. Suppose we take a process where 
Reggeon diagrams are excluded - pp scattering, for 
instance - and ask the question of what distribution 
to expect from the Pomeron diagram of fig. lb). The 
dashed line at rapidity fi cuts two quark lines (quark 
and antiquark) which are independent from each other, 
The possible combinations out of u (up) and d (down) 
quarks and g and d antlquarks are ud, ug, dd and dg 
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• 3- Fase: Milagres da estatística, multiplicidades e fragmentação 

• 1977 –
• Dual Quark Pattern for Multiplicities and Inclusive Distributions in Hadron and Lepton

Induced Reactions
• Dips, Zeros and Large |t| Behavior of the Elastic Amplitude

• 1978 –
• Phenomenology of Low-energy Scattering in the Framework of {QCD}
• Light Quark and Heavy Quark Fragmentation Functions

466 J. Dias de Deus / Quark fragmentation functions 

2. Partial fragmentation functions, Dk(Z ) 

When a heavy quark fragments, the leading fragment (say a D meson in the case 
of  a c quark) clearly contains the signature of  the original quark (large mass, different 
decay modes etc.). However when a light quark fragments, the leading fragment 
(essentially the n in the case of  a u or d quark) is difficult to distinguish from a non- 
leading fragment, as pions are easily subsequently emitted in the decaying process of  
the fragmenting quark. So the first question we ask is how to extract the leading 
fragmentation function, which we shall call Dl(z), in the case of  light-quark fragmen- 
tation. The heavy-quark fragmentation function for heavy-meson production should 
be related (via SU(Nf), mass breaking etc.) to this leading Dl(Z) function and not to 
the full D(z) li~lt-quark fragmentation function. 

The way a fast jet quark Q decays into mesons is schematically shown in the dia- 
gram of  fig. 1. It may be interpreted in the following manner: the quark Q emits 
particle 1 and becomes quark ql which then emits particle 2 becoming quark q2, etc. 
The quark diagram is planar (one gluonic sheet) and the underlying flavour structure 
of  the physics is SU(Nf). We consider first the SU(2) case. Let us define ZDk(Z) as the 
density function for producing the kth meson in the quark diagram sequence with 
momentum fraction z relative to the fragmentating quark Q. Ordering in the quark 
diagram is not assumed to be equivalent to the usual ordering in rapidity. The Dk(z) 
functions are constrained by the relation 

zD(z) = ~ Z D k ( Z )  , (1) 

where zD(z) is the quark fragmentation function. We can be more specific and define 
a fixed multiplicity function Dk(Z, n), k <~ n, but we shall not discuss that here. We 
only note that for small values of  k, k = l, 2, ..., all multiplicities contribute (approx- 
imately at least) and thus we must have 

1 

. ;  Dk(Z) dz = l k = l, 2 (2) 
o 

In general, and in particular for large values of  k which are not our main interest, we 

Q 

ql 
2 

q2 3 

[+1 

Fig. ] .  Diagram for fragmentation of  quark Q producing particles ] ,  2, ..., k ..... 
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should have in (2) instead of  the equal sign a ~< sign. For the leading fragment the 
fragmentation function is the Dl(z ) function satisfying the normalization constraint 
(2). The sum over the integrals of  the D~(z) functions gives the average multiplicity. 

At this stage we make the hypothesis that the probability amplitude for the decay 
of  quarks Q, ql, qz, ... into particles 1,2,  3, ..., respectively, is the same, i.e. the 
distribution function for producing particle 1 with momentum fraction z relative to 
the momentum of Q is the same as the distribution function for producing particle 
2 with momentum fraction z relative to a given momentum of  ql, etc. In this case 
the various Dk(z) are related. We have for D2(z) 

~-z ( i ~ , - - D  z zD2(z) = f z,DI(z, ) z 1 - z '  ' ~ 7 '  (3) 
0 

with obvious generalization for the other Dk(Z) functions. We note that in (3) strict 
ordering in rapidity, z '  > z, is not satisfied. Eq. (3) has the property of  fulfilling the 
normalization (2) automatically, as can be easily checked. With eq. (3) and its gen- 
eralizations to higher values of  k, relation (1) becomes the bootstrap equation of  
Krzywicki and Petersson [5a] * 

We shall now use eq. (3) to compute the moments of  the Dk(Z) distributions. For 
the average momentum fraction we obtain 

( Z )  1 =- f ZDl(Z) dz , 

( z h  =- f zD2(z) Oz = ( zhI1  - (z>t] , (4) 

and, assuming in general the validity of  (2), 

(z)t~ = (z)l [1 - (z)l] k-X . (5) 

We thus have 

(z)l _ (z)k-1 1 
- -  - r = - -  ( 6 )  

(Z)u (Z)k 1 - -  ( g )  1 

From eq. (5) we obtain the saturation of  the momentum sum rule 

I =  ~ ( z ) k  • (7) 

Eq. (6) shows that ordering in the quark diagram corresponds to ordering in rapidity 
but only for average values. In a similar way to multiperipheral models, the ratio r in 
(6) is related to the coefficient of  Ins  in the average multiplicity: K ~ in s/ln r. 

In order to extract from data the Dl(Z ) function for light quarks we make the 
simple observation that if the starting jet is a u quark the rr + may appear as particle 

* In the context of quark fragmentation see ref. [5b]. 



• 3- Fase Cont. ...
• 1979 –
• QUARKS AND HADRONS: STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS AND FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS.

• 1980 – Parentisis do Quarkonium...
• PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES AND QUARKONIUM POTENTIALS  1980
• Quarkonia With a Variational Method ( Colaboração IFM ...) 
• A Comment on the Potential in Heavy Quarkonium Quantum Mechanical Systems

• 1980
• Multiparticle Production and Long Range Correlations in e+e−e+e− Annihilations

and pppp High-energy Collisions. 
• 1982
• ARE TOO MANY BARYONS BEING PRODUCED IN e+ e- ANNIHILATIONS? com M. Pimenta
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ARE TOO MANY BARYONS BEING PRODUCED IN e+e - ANNIHILATIONS? 

Jorge DIAS de DEUS and M~rio PIMENTA 
CFMC-1NIC, 1699 Lisboa Codex, Portugal 

Received 15 September 1981 

We suggest that statistical hadronization of quarks, including momentum and colour constraints, is at the origin of the 
large baryon production observed at PETRA and PEP. Simple, precise estimates are given and they seem to be in reason- 
able agreement with data. If the same mechanism operates when multi-jets are formed a further increase in fast baryon 
multiplicities as well as a spectacular rise in the cross section for producing only fast baryons will be seen. It is then tempt- 
hag to relate the large baryon cross section in e+e - annihilation to the very high energy cosmic ray "baryonic" (Centauro) 
events. 

A world of  quarks and gluons is nowadays believed 
to exist and to explain the experimentally more direct- 
ly accessible world of  hadrons. Many predictions of  
QCD, in its perturbative version, are successful in ex- 
plaining global features of  e+e - hadronic data, such 
as jet structures and energy correlations [1 ]. However, 
perturbative QCD is perhaps of  not much help in de- 
scribing the final stage of  hadronization and that 
field is open to some unpredicted surprises. 

Recently unexpected high levels of  production of  
fast baryons in e+e - annihilations were reported 
from PETRA [2] and PEP [3]. At the same time an 
increase - impressive in one of  the experiments [4], 
modest in the other [5] - of  the fraction of  baryons 
at the Y family was observed. 

In this note, based on the quark diagram structure 
of  jet formation and hadron production we would 
like to suggest some simple combinatorial rules to 
estimate the meson and baryon yields in e+e - anni- 
hilations. The arguments can naturally be extended 
to other hard processes (deep inelastic scattering, 
large p T) as well as conventional hadronic collisions 
with multi-jet formation. 

We introduce two ad-hoc assumptions in our work. 

Assumption 1. In hard jets (quarks, gluons) and 
fast liadrons (mesons, baryons) one o f  the quarks is 
always comparatively slow. 

The fact that gluon fragmentation does not look 
signifcantly different from quark fragmentation is 
suggestive that the gluon hadronizes by spfitting into 
a fast quark (the originator of  the fast hadronic jet) 
and a slow one. If, for instance, one uses the QCD 
probability functions for gluon splitting in quarks, 
the slow one carries on the average less than 1/4 of  
the momentum. On the other hand, the study of  the 
proton structure functions has revealed the role of  
the leading quarks (u) as carriers of  momentum and 
spin. In low-p T hadronic collisions the rapidity struc- 
ture of  the quark diagrams is such that one of  the 
quarks (or the diquark) is fast and the other quark is 
slow. We take these phenomenological indications as 
justification for our assumption. 

Examples of  colour- and momentum-flow quark 
diagrams consistent with assumption 1, qq, qqg and 
ggg jets, where the carriers of  momentum are indi- 
cated by arrows, are presented in fig. 1. 

We discuss now the hadronization. It is usually 
assumed that hadronization takes place by successive 
creation of  slow q?q pairs [or, more rarely, (qq)(?:l~ 
pairs] and the process can be treated as a tunneling 
phenomenon [6]. The pair creation costs energy and 
the mass of  the quarks (or diquarks) is the hadroniza- 
tion controlling parameter with the well-known con- 
sequence that baryons, as well as heavy flavour me- 
sons, are strongly suppressed. At low energies this is 
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Fig. 1. Colour and momentum diagrams for qq (a), qqg (b) 
and ggg (c) jets. 

the only aspect of hadronization that matters. In the 
q?:l diagram of fig. la at one end of phase space there 
is only one quark connected by a colour tube (string) 
to the other end quark and the system evolves by 
successive pair creation breakings of the string. The 
first stage is shown in fig. 2a. However, when more 
quarks are from the beginning present in a given region 
of phase space, as may happen with q~tg and ggg 
diagrams, figs. lb,  c, creation of an additional pair al- 
lows, contrary to q?:l jets, for several possible combina- 
tions of colour and momentum. These remarks direct- 
ly lead to our second assumption. 

Assumpt ion  2. For a given configuration of quarks 
and antiquarks the hadronization starts with creation 
of a slow q?q pair. The weights attributed to each final 
state are given by the number of combinations, consis- 
tent with colour and momentum constraints, leading 
to it. 

i i i i i i 

i i 

i ~ OR 

i 

i i i i T 

c) 

Fig. 2. Hadronization in qq (a), qqg (b) and ggg (c) jets. 

The hadrons formed are, in general, excited, i.e., 
strings that successively break into lighter objects. 
With this second assumption we can now compute the 
number n M of meson and n B of baryon strings formed 
in the initial stage of hadronization given a set of n 
quarks and antiquarks. 

We illustrate assumption 2 for the production of 
hadronic states in the diagrams of fig. 2. In all the 
cases one moves from quarks and gluons to (excited) 
hadrons by the cheapest way: creation of a (light) 
quark-antiquark pair. 

Let us look first to production from the qg~ sys- 
tem. If the gluon is at large angles only a meson sys- 
tem can be produced (3 meson strings). If the gluon 
is hard and at small angle relative to one of the quarks, 
then one can form either the 3 meson strings or 2 
baryon strings (fig. 2b). The counting gives: 

OB(fast)/o = 1/4.  (1) 

One out of  four events should contain a fas t  baryon. 
This is a striking result which is not in disagreement 
with present existing data. Among the fast particles 
about 20% (2/11) should be baryons. In other 
words, for large x ,  x =- E[Ema x : 

nB/n  M ~ 2/9. (2) 
x--*l 

One should notice that the result (1) is rather stable 
relative to resonances and additional decays. Even 
if the excited baryon goes on decaying, B* ~ B + rr 

.. . .  the final baryon wilt always have the tendency to 
be the fast particle. 

We next consider the three-gluon jets, arising from 
1-  resonances, and look for the possible ways of 
forming hadrons (fig. 2c). One either forms 4 meson 
strings or 2 baryons and 1 meson. We note that now 
baryons can always be formed without the need of 
colinear hard gluons and without the particles being 
very fast. This is a consequence of the giuon splitting 
hypothesis, assumption 1. The counting gives now 

oB/o = 2 / 5 ,  (3)  

Neglecting further breaking of strings we obtain an 
upper limit for the fraction of baryons (not very fast 
and preferably not very slow) 

(n )B/ (n )  ~ 1/9. (4) 

Experimentally this number for ~ production com- 
pared to charged particles in the 0.3 < p < 1.5 GeV/c 
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Fig. 3. Fast hadron production in multi-jets. Average number 
of mesons, (nM>, average number of baryons, <nB}, and frac- 
tion of events containing only fast baryons as a function of 
the number n of quarks (and anti-quarks). 

baryonic and mesonic strings with the fast baryons 
and mesons, the average mult ipl ici ty of  fast particles, 
(n B) and (nM), and the fraction of  events containing 
exclusively fast baryons,  P(n, nB)=  P(n, n/3) as a 
function of  n. The result is shown in fig. 3. It is clear 
that  asymptotical ly baryons will completely dominate 
production of  fast hadrons. 

At this point  we would like to speculate on the 
possibility that the abnormal cosmic ray events with 
a large fraction of  fast "baryons"  and large "ba ryon"  
cross section [8] (mini-Centauro and Centauro events) 
have the same origin as the fast baryon events seen at 
PETRA and PEP. In both cases (multi)  gluon jet  
production and statistical hadronizations would be 
the common source o f  fast baryons,  and in both cases 
we should be dealing with fluctuations of  normal ha- 

dronic processes. The quant i ty  P(n, n/3) would then 
be a rough measure o f  the frequency o f  mini-Centauro 
and Centauro events. 

A few papers have tried to explain the baryon pro- 
duction data at PETRA. In the Lund model  [9] only 
sequential hadronization (by pair creation) is con- 
sidered and, as could have been anticipated, at low x 
the model  works while at large x misses most of  the 
baryons. Hoffman [10] introduced a recombination 
model,  which qualitatively works and explored,  as we 
did, the higher density of  partons in gluon jets. While 
finishing this note we received an interesting paper 
by Schierholz and Teper [11 ], where perturbative 
QCD arguments were incorporated in possible expla- 
nations for the baryon production.  None of  these 
papers uses our assumptions 1 and 2 and their results 
depend on many details of  the models with the result 
that  predictive power is reduced. 

Finally we come to our initial question. Are too  
many baryons being produced in e+e - annihilations? 
Or, more generally, are too many baryons being pro- 
duced in very energetic collisions? The answer seems 
to be yes, but  that  may just be a combinatorial  effect. 
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• 4- Fase: Física de iões pesados, glueballs, ...
• 1983-

• HADRONIZATION OF QUARK SYSTEMS
• MULTI - QUARK CLUSTERS IN NUCLEI AND THE EMC EFFECT
• Structure Functions in Nuclei: Quark Clusters and Size Effects
• On the A-dependence of Nuclear Structure Functions 1984

• 1984 –
• Semihard Physics at the {SPS} pp¯pp¯ Colliders?
• QUARK CLUSTERS IN NUCLEI AND QCD EVOLUTION
• SECOND HAGEDORN TEMPERATURE AND GLUEBALL FORMATION

• 1985 -
• ARE GLUEBALLS FORMED AT HIGHER TEMPERATURE? 
• LEADING PARTICLE SPECTRUM AND IMPACT PARAMETER DISTRIBUTIONS AT 

VERY HIGH-ENERGIES
• FROM FORWARD TO BACKWARD ELASTIC SCATTERING AT HIGH-ENERGY
• SCALING LAWS IN HIGH-ENERGY HADRONIC INTERACTIONS, SEMIHARD PHYSICS ...
• EMC EFFECT: THEORETICAL IDEAS AND MODELS 
• Fragmentation Functions in Nuclei



• 4- Fase Cont. ...
• 1985 –
• BACKWARD SCATTERING IN pi- p ---> p pi-, anti-p p ---> pi+ pi-, K- p ---> p K-

AND anti-p p ---> p anti-p AT 8-GeV/c AND 12-GeV/c
CERN-Lisbon-Moscow-Neuchatel-College de France-Paris.   Collaboration
• Lambda polarization in the K- fragmentation region
CERN-Lisbon-Moscow-Neuchatel-College de France-Paris.   Collaboratio

• 1986 –
• Multiparticle Distributions in Limited Rapidity Intervals and the Violation of Asymptotic

{KNO} Scaling
• CONSTRAINTS FOR QCD INSPIRED MODELS OF MULTIPARTICLE PRODUCTION



• 5- Fase jactos e mini-jactos ...
• 1987 –
• Semihard {QCD}: Mini - Jets and Elastic Scattering
• SEMIHARD QCD: MINI - JETS, ELASTIC SCATTERING AND PARTICLE PRODUCTION BOUNDS 

FOR MULTIPARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS IN MINIJET EVENTS FROM SEMIHARD QCD
• Mini - Jets, Multiparticle Distributions and Forward - Backward Correlations 1987 
• ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF BACKWARD ELASTIC SCATTERING

• 6- Fase intermitências ...
• 1988 –
• QUANTUM NUMBER FLOW IN DIFFRACTION DISSOCIATION OF MESON
• Intermittency and Particle Correlations in Very Small Rapidity Intervals
• LEADING CHARGES AND CHARGED PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS IN LIMITED RAPIDITY BINS
• Fractal Behavior and Correlations in Rapidity Particle Distributions at High-energies
• Intermittency in Multiparticle Distributions and One-dimensional Ising Systems

• 1991 
• Intermittency and scaling in rapidity particle distributions



• 7- Fase inelasticity...
• 1993 –
• On the energy dependence of inelasticity
• Is the inelasticity decreasing with energy?
• The Search of asymptopia in soft physics at high-energy

• 1994 –
• ( Fase 6 - Correlators and factorial moments in multiparticle distributions )
• Nuclear antishadowing and the quarkonium nucleon elastic scattering amplitude
• Heavy quarks and multiplicity distributions in e+ e- annihilations
• Cosmological neutrinos and Rydberg atoms
• Leading heavy quarks, multiplicity distributions and correlations in e+ e- annihilations
• Heavy quark weak decays and multiparticle production in e+ e- annihilations

• 1999-
• Soft and semihard components in multiplicity distributions at TeV energies
• Absorption and percolation in the production of J / psi in heavy ion collisions
• The mysterious J / psi suppression and quark gluon plasma formation





• 8- Fase Multiplicity ...
• 2000 –
• Particle densities in heavy ion collisions at high-energy and the dual string model
• Particle rapidity density saturation in heavy ion collisions and the dual string model
• Multiplicity distributions associated to subthreshold events in heavy ion collisions

• 9 – Fase Percolation/String model e multiparticle production
• 2003 –
• Schwinger model and string percolation in hadron hadron and heavy ion collisions
• Three papers on multiparticle production

• 2004-
• An Estimate of the percolation parameter in heavy ion collisions
• Universality of the transverse momentum distributions in the framework of

percolation of strings
• Multiplicity fluctuations in hadron-hadron and nucleus-nucleus collisions and

percolation of strings





• 9- Fase Cont ...

• 2005 –
• Large p(T) distributions at RHIC and percolation of strings

• 2006 -
• Percolation of color sources and critical temperature
• Production of Secondaries in High Energy Heavy Ion Collisions

• 2007 -
• A Simple evolution equation for rapidity distributions in nucleus-nucleus collisions. 
• Energy conservation and scaling violations in particle production
• String Percolation and the Glasma
• Clustering of color sources and the shear viscosity of the QGP in heavy ion collisions at

RHIC and LHC energies 2012


